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Shop Management Software
Take Charge Of Your Job Shop

Make-to-order, engineer-to-order and repair-to-order job shops must respond
rapidly to job enquiries. They have to perform consistent repair assessments or
engineer designs that determine their job costing estimations.
Job shops typically rely on Excel tools that do not integrate the data with an
ERP system. A job production centric ERP that provides an integrated solution
offering is essential. That is pre-workshop processes as well as on the shopfloor activities (routing and tracking of the machines).

“

jobPRO is a flexible, scalable and intelligent production planning
and control system offering advanced functionality and value in the
key areas of manufacturing and assembly.

JobPRO keeps you in control at every step of every job, from quote to cash.
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Why You Need It?
- Are your inconsistent lead times (from order to delivery) affecting your delivery date promises?
- Are you using outdated estimation methods such as Excel, with no integrated job production software?
- Are the variable production runs, variable BOMs and poor supplier delivery promises playing havoc with your
production promises to your clients?
- Do you have control over your procurement so that the job drives the procurement - ensuring JIT materials
delivery and control?
- Are your job gross-margins under threat?

What We Deliver?
- Our jobPRO job production solutions are designed specifically for the job shop.
- Pre-shop-floor process workflow ensures smooth communication between the various departments (i.e.
job receiving, stripping, estimation, quote preparation, quote authorization and order acceptance).
- Rapid estimation is facilitated by ‘Search-&-Import’ on historic quotes, historic jobs and job templates.
- Job activity assessment is done on the shop-floor allowing for activities such as machine operations, time
estimates and stock enquiries - all integrated with the ERP.
- Job costing saves job estimates for comparison to job production ‘actuals’.
- Shop-floor machine and manual operations can be ‘routed’ by the shop-floor foreman and tracked.
- Operators have access to their job queue and activities (required operations).

How It Benefits You?
- Job production pre-shop-floor workflow ensures reduced lead time from enquiries to order taking.
- Procurement driven by the job ensures your material is timeously ordered and suppliers meet required dates.
- Integrated estimation and quoting with ERP stock integrated facilitates compresses your client lead times.
- Delivering on lead time promises will secure your job-shop reputation.
- Your job-shop production team manage the jobs on a job production software and not on an accounting tool
– thus you a have a solution designed for job production engineers.

What Makes Us Unique?
- Proven track record in job production and job-shop solutions.
- Our software has been designed with the input of and by job production job-shops.
- jobPRO is focused on job production job-shops such as machine-shops, fabrication-shops, etc.
- Powered by Unisource, a software and consulting house with decades of experience in development and
implementation.
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